NATURE BLENDS 1 oz Dosage Level
Angelic Insight – Open to sensing the Angelic Kingdom in all ways. From earth angels to archangels; and
the very special union with your guardian angel – rejoice in their assistance and suggestions, in a clear and
grounded way. Affirm direct insight and relationship to the angelic nature that lives within you. Some will
hear, some will see, some will feel, some will know, some will journal, and some will remember multiple
ways to share their connections with the angels. Energy follows thought – from believing to co-creation
along this life’s journey, let your angel guides become acknowledged friends.
Body Beautiful – Allow your body intelligence to teach you self love. When you are ready to step out of
the yo-yo diet trends and approach weight loss or perceiving your perfect body in alignment – body, mind
and spirit. I AM My Body Beautiful, is your new decree, with new understanding your weight is not just
what you eat, it is stored energy held onto by certain beliefs about oneself, others, and your surroundings.
Body Beautiful has been formulated to transform stored energy and redirect it into alignment, creating your
optimal shape, form, flexibility and self-expression. Let go and take the first step.
Breathe Ease– This blend was created to assist visits to high altitude places especially sacred mountain
sites, where and when soul integration appears more accessible beyond the veil of the collective thought.
Mountains that are home to ethric ascended master retreats, and physical ancient ruins, many within
protected lands. Do you feel heavy and burdened with dense energies? Is it your cellular past awakening in
this present moment? Be aware and balance emerging patterns that restrict the intake of oxygen and light.
Breathe a full body breath with ease.
Celebrate! - A burst of celebration! in a bottle to enhance any event! Set the focus, tone, group synergy
and vibrational support for a successful gathering. Made to create a delight to the senses and enthusiasm for
new connections, joyful authentic expression. Use with aromaessence Celebrate! spray to fill a room with
the vibrational magnet of enjoyment and celebration. Let nature give a burst of celebratory energy to bring
smiles to all who attend.
Euphoria - This blend is for those looking to set a new vibrational tone and signature on all levels of their
human being. Living connected with all of Life that surrounds us. Allow your core and center to pulse and
feel the euphoria of living on earth. Claim your true and natural state of happiness, self-confidence and
well-being in harmony and unity with the diverse forms of life on earth. Euphoria is about living in the awe
and wonder of the beauty of Nature, of the forces of creation in the Cosmos, of the genius of every being,
and the majesty of our world. Feeling elated in a comfortable, healthy balanced expression and being
creatively at ease with your decisions and choices.
Feeling Safe – Feel Safe to be who you divinely are. Feel Safe in your body, connected to earth and your
guidance system. Allow your body elemental to gently align to clear knowing and understanding of
purpose during any sudden change in environment, lifestyle or circumstance. Find ease in moments of
cellular release of hysteria or fear often brought on by media impact, sudden traumatic news, and mass
conscious fear of survival during rapid changes or conflicts. This blend vibrationally supports one’s body,
mind and spirit to maintain a source connection in flow and balance from which to make personal
choices. Raise your frequencies above projected or past fear beliefs. Humanity is ready for your knowledge
and wisdom.
Healthy Habits – Be able to stay focused on a new desire, direction, and intention that in time will become
a healthy habit, while dissolving old habits that no longer serve. This blend supports the harmony of polar
opposites of any habit so get clear on how you have held opposing thoughts or concepts and their feelings.
Gain the freedom of any physical, emotional and mental habit that has come to your attention. You know

the condition it creates, and how you feel about your living the habit, now is it time to make a choice? If the
answer is yes, then healthy habits is for you.
Holiday Cheer - Tis the Season to enjoy all of our senses as the world celebrates many cultural holidays
around the globe with delicious diversity. Let yourself be drawn to moments that bring something new,
delightful and memorable to your holiday. Enhance the joy of caring for others with kindness. Let worries
fade as inspiration comes on how to share in the season’s high energy. Bring out the spunk and sparkle of
your inner elf or fairy and be of Good Cheer! After all, it is your true nature! Add the spritz of Holiday
Cheer aromaessence spray and allow the magic to express!
Love's Magnificence - Nature surrounds you and supports you at all times. La Magnificence de d'amour.
Especially when it is time to bloom alive! Whether into your next step, new level, or just to be. Allow
yourself to be as authentic, unique and loving as you truly are. Be brilliant and embraced by love's
magnificence as you follow your heart, guided by the yum of your life's explorations and adventures.
Magnify your presence and give your presents to the world with a smile. Feel the appreciation for all who
have uplifted you to this moment. Be inspired by gratitude and know you cast a ripple into the universe that
expands more than you can comprehend with the mind alone...let love lead you into your magnificence.
Snark Relief - This blend contains the essences that can be found in the Snark Relief aromaessence
sprays. Developed to lighten up the negative thinking and many out bursts of sarcasm and hurtful
comments that run rampant as the brain chemistry adjusts to percieved stress and yearly shifts of the
seasons throughout the year. Inspired by nature as a fun approach to aligning unconscious snide remarks
that flow without pausing to think. Snark Relief is uniquely formulated & works! Take alone or use with
the aromaessence spray for snark away, snark begone, and snark no more.
Stress Less – Take Charge of Your Life. You know when you are tense, short fused, and in defensive
judgment of self or others. Are you ready to move out of a reactive lifestyle and begin to envision and
imagine and experience the life you desire to create it? Balance the want and don’t want swing of
frustration and stress less so you can and will enjoy the discovery, awe and wonders that life experience can
offer.
Study Ease – Intention, Focus and Success for excelling in whatever subject or interest you are currently
learning. Choose to have the needed know how and daily mastery required for school testing. Be in
allowance, willing acceptance and true enthusiasm by conscious choice, so you may complete any
requirement by law, project, or group experience. Develop clarity, as the knowledge is integrated and
intellectually incorporated into your common sense and usage.
Summer Fun! a unique blend to add a high vibe vacation feeling of Summer Fun. A sunbeam collection
of flowers and crystal light essences formulated just for fun. Boost your vacation plans and goals in a
balanced relaxed flow.
Writer's Muse – Created to support focused, inspired, creative expression through writing. Set your
intentions for greatest alignment to the ease of the your own method and mechanics of writing. Take this
blend daily to start up and continue a scheduled writing flow to completion. Develop the perfect time
management with your lifestyle choices for writing. Writer's Muse with assist the stream of creative
expression and direction to connect and flow for your envisioned ideas, topics, characters and more.

